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CHICAGO- “Twilight” fans, get ready to swoon and cheer. A new trailer has just arrived for the fourth chapter in the Twilight series, “The
Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1.” The original trailer gave a tease at the cordial invitations sent out for Bella and Edward’s wedding, but
the second trailer gives fans so much more to look forward to.

The trailer of the film starring Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart, and Taylor Lautner, contains scenes from the wedding, the honeymoon
(romantically violent I may add), an angry and painful bun in Bella’s oven, and, of course, the odd wolf out, Jacob and his struggle between
the love that will not have him and the tribe he must betray to protect her. Check out the new trailer right here:

The first chapter of the “Breaking Dawn” two-part hits theaters this November 18. Reprising their roles in the film are Kristen Stewart as Bella,
Robert Pattinson as Edward, Taylor Lautner as Jacob, Billy Burke as Bella’s father Charlie, and Ashley Greene, Kellan Lutz, Peter Facinelli,
and Elizabeth Reaser as the members of the Cullen family.

“Breaking Dawn” is the final book in the Twilight series, but, just as Harry Potter did with its final story, the book will be split into two movies,
the second of which is due November 16, 2012.

Bill Condon, director of “Dreamgirls” and screenplay writer of the Academy Award winning “Chicago,” will take over the directorial reigns for
both “Breaking Dawn” films. Melissa Rosenberg has once again adapted Stephenie Meyer’s book for the screenplay, as she did for the first
three films.
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